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I love to capture the raw, unfiltered, real side of people. The

goosebumps, the loud and quiet, the inside jokes, the guts

busting laughs, you know the real stuff.

Anyone can create some posed, fake, untrue version of who

you are but I want to go much deeper than that.

I want to know your love story, the thing you love most

about each other, the things that make you cry, your

favourite memory of each other, I want to learn all of these

things and portray your entire love story through the

imagery I take. 

If you are looking for someone who is all about capturing

the unique, perfectly imperfect things that make you you,

then I think we might just be the perfect fit.

MY PHILOSOPHY
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BEHIND THE CAMERA

HI I ’M LESLIE

I have 5 years of experience capturing people’s most

precious memories. To me, photography is the art

that preserves us, as we are in a moment, for many

years to come. 

'Love' being filled with so much depth,

it quickly became my favourite story to tell. 

Every couple has a different story of how they met,

the awkward first dates, the proposal and so much

more.

This is what I fell in love with and now it's time to

tell your story!
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YOUR WEDDING DAY

We’re forever in pursuit of the authentic.

The small in-between moments where laughter is natural

and tears can't help but fall. These are what we look for

when capturing your wedding day. Although these

moments last only a split second, it is there we find the

truest depth of love. Capturing as many of these moments

as possible so they last a lifetime. 

This is how we view our job, not just a camera taking

pictures but a friend who is trusted to freeze these

beautiful memories, to be enjoyed for all eternity.



$3500$5000

WEDDING PACKAGES
P H O T O G R A P H Y

Collection I Collection II Collection III

Full Day Coverage

(limited to 10 hours)

High Resolution Photos

(for printing)

Low Resolution Photos

(perfect for sharing on social media)

Online Gallery

(with password protection)

All Photos on a Custom USB

(for easy accessibility )

Custom Box with Prints

(delivery to your door)

Second Photographer

8 Hour Coverage

High Resolution Photos

(for printing)

Low Resolution Photos

(perfect for sharing on social media)

Online Gallery

(with password protection)

All Photos on a Custom USB

(for easy accessibility) 

Custom Box with Prints

(delivery to your door)

6 Hours Coverage

High Resolution Photos

(for printing)

Low Resolution Photos

(perfect for sharing on social media)

All Photos on a Custom USB

(for easy accessibility )

$2000

MOST POPULAR
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Online Gallery

(with password protection)
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ENGAGEMENT SHOOT

High Resolution Photos

(for printing)

Low Resolution Photos

(perfect for sharing on social media)

All Photos on a Custom USB

(for easy accessibility )

Online Gallery

$275

An engagement shoot is a great

way for us to get to know each

other. The great thing about

engagement photos is that we

can be as creative as we want, 

spend a little more time taking

each image, choose great

locations and theres no pressure.

Plus, we always have a great time!

It is also a great opportunity to

test your makeup artist and see

how well everything photographs

before the wedding.
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Have you thought about hiring

a second photographer?

There are many benefits to hiring a

second photographer. One of the

main benefits is that a wider variety

of images can be captured from

multiple different angles. Therefore

we can achieve better coverage and

capture more once in a lifetime

moments.

During a wedding day, there are

countless split second, once in a

lifetime moments that happen.

Having a second photographer means

that we capture as many of these

moments as possible. 

SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER

Second Photographer

All Day Coverage

$800



WEDDING ALBUMS

10 X 10" FINE ART ALBUM

8 X 8" FINE ART ALBUM

Choose between high-quality linen,

      leather or photo cover

Choose between high-quality linen,

      leather or photo cover

$850

Beautifully handmade from high-quality

fine art materials. Albums are the perfect

way to store your memories from your

big day. With a selection of different

materials and sizes, we are able to create

the perfect keepsake to relive your

special day.

$650

Select color and embossing of your

      choice

Select colour and embossing of your

      choice

30 page spread included

30 page spread included
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FROM BOOKING TO
RECEIVING YOUR PHOTOS

Initial Contact Meet Read & Sign Contract 

(via email/PM) Meet and greet 

in person or via zoom

Contract will be sent

via email

Email

An email is sent prompting

for initial deposit to secure

your date

Payment Q&A 

(Pay using bank

details provided in

email)

Complete

questionnaire via email

Hooray !

Final Delivery  

Sit down, relax and re-live those

special moments.

Wedding Day 
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FAQ
WHERE ARE YOU BASED? AND DO YOU TRAVEL?

I am based in Glendale, Arizona. I do have custom packages for traveling. I

want to make sure it is an affordable and easy experience for you both so I’m

more than happy to discuss and send through a customised quote before

locking you in!

WHAT IF IT RAINS?

Nothing will get in the way of making your day special! I will use umbrellas or

look for the perfect undercover area. As long as you’re happy to roll with the

punches then I am too! A little wet hair and rain kisses are super romantic

anyway.

CAN WE PICK OUR SONG FOR THE SLIDESHOW?

No, I use purchased licensed music for our films which

means I can legally post them online. I choose music

that creates the overall vibe and mood of your day that

reflects my style as well as your day. It’s part of the creative control you give

to me when you book.

DO YOU GIVE US THE RAW IMAGES?

To put it simply, no. When you hire me, you are hiring my style and trust me

to bring our creative interpretation to your day, The editing process is equally

important as the photo-taking part.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO RECEIVE OUR

PHOTOS?

My turnaround time is about 4 - 6 weeks from the wedding day.

WE DON’T LIKE POSING AND ARE BOTH A LITTLE

AWKWARD?

That is perfectly fine! I will talk you through it and make you feel as

comfortable as I can. I will suggest a few poses to make sure you’re both

looking and feeling confident, but then will give you direction and play

around to let it naturally unfold from there. Forget about the cameras and

remember why you fell in love. If this is something you’ll worry about - I

highly recommend booking in an engagement/couple shoot with me! This will

give us a chance to get to know each other and answer any other

questions/worries you may have.

DO WE NEED TO FEED YOU?

Yes, please! I will be on my feet all day and need my creative juices to keep on

flowing! Your venue will offer vendor meals. All I ask is that you let your

coordinator know that I need to eat at the same time as the bridal party and

guests as I need to be available to continue shooting.

HOW DO WE RECEIVE OUR PHOTOS FROM YOU?

I will deliver an online gallery to you which allows you to download your

images from the internet, as well as purchase prints. You will also receive a

custom box containing your album and a USB.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
A CONSULTATION

FOLLOW THE LINK TO BOOK

A MEETING TODAY

leslie@leslieknxphoto.com

www.leslieknoxphoto.com
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http://leslieknoxphoto.com/wedding-photography
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